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ABCs of Biochemistry
by Cara Florance
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 8 x 8 • 26 pages
9781728241166 • $14.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Biology
The bestselling science series for kids is tackling biochemistry with simple text and
whimsical artwork from expert Cara Florance!
Help kids into those lab coats a little earlier with the ABCs of Biochemistry. Packed with
scientific information and adorable art, any child is sure to be swept away into this new
world of amino acids, enzymes, zwitterions, and everything in between. Super scientist Cara
Florance has crafted a delightful book that is easy to read and impossible to put down (...)

ABCs of Home
by Sandra Magsamen
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9781728242552 • $18.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / People & Places / US / General •
ABCs Regional
Children and parents will be inspired to adventure together in search of new wonders after
reading this heartwarming book by bestselling author Sandra Magsamen.
From A to Z, home is an amazing place to be! Children and parents alike will be delighted to
see all their special home-related places and activities in a book that emphasizes that home
is where the heart is. ABCs of Home will invite little ones to explore and discover the true
meaning of home (...)

Absurd Words
by Tara Lazar
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 6.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
9781492697428 • $24.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Language Arts / Vocabulary & Spelling
Part dictionary, part thesaurus, all the word-nerd fun! Absurd Words puts 750 high-level
wacky words into engaging context for all the word-nerd fun!
Kids with strong vocabularies are more successful in life. They are better readers and
writers. They feel more confident tackling math and science. Parents and educators send
kids to the dictionary or a thesaurus when they want to learn a new word. But dictionaries
only work if you know the exact word you're looking (...)

All I Want for Christmas Is Ewe
by Rose Rossner, illustrated by Gail Yerrill
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 8 x 8 • 24 pages
9781728223407 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas •
Punderland

LEAD

Wrap your little one in love with this sweet board book during the most punderful time of the
year!
Celebrate the season and jingle all the way with this sweet board book of love! Combining
beautiful illustrations, charming animal puns, and the evergreen message of love, All I Want
for Christmas is Ewe is an adorable holiday treat to wish your little sugarplum a beary Merry
Christmas, the perfect Christmas gift for children, animal lovers, and anyone who enjoys a
(...)
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Barefoot Dreams of Petra Luna
by Alda P. Dobbs
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 14/21 • 5.75 x 8.5 • 288 pages
9781728234656 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Social Issues / Emigration & Immigration
A tale of one family’s perilous journey to cross the U.S. border during the Mexican
Revolution that is every bit as relevant and heartbreaking today.
It is 1913, and twelve-year-old Petra Luna's mama has died while the Revolution rages in
Mexico. Before her papa is dragged away by soldiers, Petra vows to him that she will care
for the family she has left - her abuelita, little sister Amelia, and baby brother Luisito - until
they can be reunited. They (...)

Be Dazzled
by Ryan La Sala
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages
9781728239149 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Lgbt
Project Runway goes to Comic-Con in an epic queer love story about creativity, creation,
and finding the courage to be your most authentic self. Now in paperback!
Raffy has always been a creator. His art has always taken precedent over everything and
everyone else. With his eyes firmly set on this year's biggest cosplay competition, Raffy is
determined to make his artistic mark. There's just one small problem. . .Raffy's ex-boyfriend,
Luca, has the same plan.
Raffy tried to (...)

Beaver and Otter Get Along. . . Sort of
A Story of Grit and Patience Between Neighbors
by Sneed Collard, illustrated by Meg Sodano

LEAD

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 8.75 x 11.25 • 40 pages
9781728232249 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Environmental
Science & Ecology
A lovely educational tale about how animals live in harmony and benefit their ecosystem
through commensalism
A lovely educational tale about how animals live in harmony and benefit their ecosystem
through commensalism
A family of beavers love their pond, which they've worked hard to turn from a bedraggled
landscape into a thriving wetland But when a family of otters move in and start reaping the

Blame it on the Mistletoe
by Beth Garrod
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25
9781728248974 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Holidays & Celebrations
A funny holiday rom-com about two girls who swap places for Christmas and get more than
they could have ever bargained for.
In this funny holiday rom-com, two very different girls swap lives for a Christmas adventure.

Elle is a social medial star with the #DreamLife. . .or so it seems. Determined to shake up
her content and gain new followers, she's on a mission: can she find a (...)
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Brave Like Me
by Christine Peck and Mags DeRoma
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 8.25 x 10.25 • 40 pages
9781728235936 • $18.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance •
Books of Great Character
Teach children to embrace their inner roar and become their bravest selves with the new,
Books of Great Character series that focuses on social-emotional growth!
Wyatt is a lion, which everyone knows means one things: he's incredibly brave, like all lions.
He performs daring acts of bravery all the time! But none of the other animals realize that
Wyatt actually does have a fear; he's scared of the stage.
When his friend's hat is blown away by a gust (...)

Can You Put Me to Bed?
by Erin Guendelsberger, illustrated by AndoTwin
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 40 pages
9781728230825 • $15.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Bedtime & Dreams
An adorably sweet, interactive picture book about bedtime that provides endless fun. Can
you convince this sleepy sloth it’s time for bed?
For readers of Don't Push the Button and Press Here comes an all new interactive picture
book about bedtime! This playful and sweet story is about an adorable but stubborn sloth
who insists she's not sleepy enough to go to bed!
Can you try singing a lullaby, clapping (...)

Crime and Carpetbags
by Julie Berry
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 19/21 • 5.75 x 7.75 • 352 pages
9781728231495 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic • Wishes
and Wellingtons
The second book of the bestselling Wishes and Wellingtons series, three friends embark on
an adventure full of magic and danger to rescue Tommy’s father and the djinni they’ve
grown to love
Having three wishes might not be a dream come true . . .
Now that Maeve Merritt has surrendered Mermeros, the djinni she found in a sardine can,
she expects her life in London will be dull as dirt. Mermeros, however (...)

Do You Speak Fish?
by DJ Corchin, illustrated by Dan Dougherty
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 9.25 x 9.25 • 48 pages
9781728219226 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Social / New Experience

LEAD

A simple yet heartwarming story that demonstrates how to overcome communication
barriers and better understand those who come from different backgrounds and cultures
When a child meets a fish and says hello, the fish does not respond. The child is shocked.
What a rude fish! But soon the child learns that it's not up to the fish to speak the child's
language. And if the child wants to communicate, he'll have to take the time to learn how to
speak (...)
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Even If We Break
by Marieke Nijkamp
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781728231969 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Marieke Nijkamp comes a pulse-pounding
thriller about five friends who go to a cabin for a weekend and get caught in a deadly game
—now in paperback!
FIVE friends go to a cabin.
FOUR of them are (...)

Good Girls Die First
by Kathryn Foxfield
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 368 pages
9781728245416 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Mysteries & Detective Stories
It meets Lord of the Flies in this speculative teen horror novel! Something evil knows their
darkest secrets. Something dark lured them to the abandoned amusement park. Something
ancient only needs one to survive…
Blackmail lures sixteen-year-old Ava to the derelict carnival on Portgrave Pier. She is one of
ten teenagers, all with secrets they intend to protect, whatever the cost. When fog and
magic swallow the pier, the group find themselves cut off from the real world (...)

Good Night to Your Fantastic Elastic Brain
by JoAnn Deak and Terrence Deak, illustrated by Neely Daggett
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 10.5 x 10.5 • 32 pages
9781728220284 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Nonfiction / Science & Tech / Anatomy & Physiology

LEAD

From the award-winning creators of Your Fantastic Elastic Brain comes a new adventure
into the science of how the brain works at night, and the importance of sleep!
When you go to sleep, what does your brain do? Does it rest too? It can't because it's busy
working while you snooze! It repairs, and resets, and helps your body even when you aren't
awake.
Using up-to-date research (...)

Goodnight ABCs
by Erin Guendelsberger, illustrated by AndoTwin
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 7 x 7 • 28 pages
9781728241258 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Nonfiction / Concepts / Alphabet
Wish your little one the sweetest dreams and help them get ready for bed!
Goodnight ABCs combines the two evergreen categories: the alphabet and, of course,
bedtime! Filled with heartfelt text and charming animal illustrations, this is the perfect gift for
the loved one in your life. As you go through the alphabet, learn about bedtime routines from
A to Z (...)
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Heroes
by Jen Calonita
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.75 x 7.75 • 256 pages
9781492651345 • $22.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Adaptations • Royal
Academy Rebels
The crowning conclusion to the Royal Academy Rebels series from bestselling author Jen
Calonita... with a crossover to the beloved Fairy Tale Reform School series
Princess Devin didn't come to Royal Academy for fame, glory, or a crown. All she's ever
wanted is to be a Magical Creature Caretaker. Just when Devin gets up the courage to ask
about following her passion, disaster strikes. The evil Rumplestiltskin and Alva cast a curse
that nearly destroys Enchantasia, a new villain is (...)

Home for the Holidays
by Sesame Workshop and Craig Manning
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9781728240244 • $15.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • Sesame
Street Scribbles
There’s no place like home for the holidays! Join our Sesame friends as we celebrate the
holiday season together in this multicultural book for kids!
No matter what holidays you celebrate during the most wonderful time of the year, love,
family, togetherness, and giving are universal. This all-new, inclusive story from worldrenowned brand Sesame Street offers a unique take on holiday picture books. Featuring a
multicultural appreciation of diversity, international characters, and celebrations spanning
from Thanksgiving to Chinese (...)

I'm Not Dying with You Tonight
by Kimberly Jones and Gilly Segal
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 272 pages
9781728240237 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Social Themes / Prejudice & Racism

LEAD

Two teenage girls—one black, one white—only have each other to get through the violent
race riots enveloping their city and learn from each other along the way.
Lena has her killer style, her awesome boyfriend, and a plan. She knows she's going to
make it big. Campbell, on the other hand, is just trying to keep her head down and get
through the year at her new school. When both girls attend the Friday-night football game,
what (...)

Knights and Bikes
by Gabrielle Kent
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 6 x 7.5 • 240 pages
9781728237282 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic • Knights
and Bikes
Their friendship will warm your heart. Their bravery will make them legends. Don’t miss the
first in a thrilling three-book illustrated series based on the award-winning video game
featuring adventure, friendship, quirky characters, island mischief, and tons of humor!
Welcome to the sleepy island of Penfurzy, where nothing exciting ever really happens. Or
does it? Adventure awaits Demelza and her new best friend in the whole world, Nessa, as
they explore the island and uncover the mysteries of (...)
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Lightbringer
by Claire Legrand
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 592 pages
9781728231952 • $16.99 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy • Empirium Trilogy
The third and final book in the epic Empirium Trilogy that follows two young women as they
fight to either save their world or doom it.
Queen Rielle, pushed away from everything she loves, turns to Corien and his promises of
glory. Meanwhile, whispers from the empirium slowly drive her mad, urging her to open the
Gate. Separated from Audric and Ludivine, she embraces the role of Blood Queen and her
place by Corien's side, determined to become the monster (...)

Little Sherlock and the Christmas Caper
by Connor Beaulieu, illustrated by Noel Clark
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9781728240534 • $15.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas

LEAD

Everyone knows the beloved Sherlock Holmes! Now, in this delightful Christmas picture
book, you’ll see how the famous detective came to be!
Little Sherlock knows, deep in his heart, that he saw Santa Claus last year on Christmas
Eve. But nobody believes him! This Christmas, Sherlock is determined to crack the case
once and for all. . .the mystery is how? Join Little Sherlock as he uses problem solving,
growth mindset, and critical thinking to prove he saw Santa Claus last (...)

Lost Island
by MarcyKate Connolly
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8 • 208 pages
9781728230429 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic • Hollow
Dolls
This thrilling conclusion to the Hollow Dolls duology continues Simone’s story as she sets
out with her friends to stop the body walker once and for all
Simone is still reeling from learning the truth about her mother, Maeve. But she knows she
has to stop her before she finds what she's looking for and ends up hurting her friends in the
process.
When Simone stumbles across an old legend (...)

Lost Island
by MarcyKate Connolly
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.75 x 8.25 • 208 pages
9781492688228 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic • Hollow
Dolls
The thrilling conclusion to the Hollow Dolls duology continues Simone’s story as she sets
out with her friends to stop the body walker Lady Aisling once and for all
Simone is still reeling from learning the truth about her mother, Maeve. But she knows she
has to stop her before she finds what she's looking for and ends up hurting her friends in the
process.
When Simone stumbles across an (...)
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Mi Visita al Doctor
by Cara Florance and Jon Florance
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 8 x 8 • 32 pages
9781728240824 • $9.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Health / General
Cara Florance uses whimsical artwork and humorous text to ease doctor visit fears and
introduce scientific topics, perfect for enlightening the next generation of geniuses. Now
available in Spanish!
In this bilingual edition of My Doctor's Visit, Cara and Jon Florance turn difficult biochemistry
topics into readable adventures for kids of all ages through Baby Biochemist and the Baby
Medical School books.
Ever wonder what a stethoscope does, or what a doctor is searching for when they look in

Mia's Life: Make-Up Madness!
by Mia Fizz, illustrated by Lidia Fernandez Abril
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 7.5
9781728236032 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Performing Arts / Film • Mia's Life

LEAD

A hilarious, all-too-relatable illustrated MG novel based on the life of YouTube superstar Mia
Fizz!
When IRL YouTube star Mia Fizz gets involved in a school play, the drama doesn't stay
onstage. . .
YouTube sensation Mia Fizz loves three things: her family, the Miacorns (her fans!), and her
BFF, Briony. When Briony is chosen to direct a play for her after-school club, she asks Mia
to oversee the (...)

Mole Wants a Hat
by Kev Payne
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9781728238968 • $15.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Clothing & Dress
Journey alongside an adorable mole as he struggles to find the perfect hat in this delightful
picture book debut
The perfect read for fans of I Want My Hat Back and Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
Mole is struggling to find the perfect hat. After trying on big, spooky, and silly hats, Mole
ends up creating the perfect hat for himself. Full of creativity, and sweet, deadpan artwork
(...)

My First Learn-To-Draw: Dinosaurs
by Anna Madin, illustrated by Charlotte Pepper
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 8.5 x 11.5 • 56 pages
9781728238876 • $18.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Activity Books
Encourage your budding artist to learn how to draw with easy-to-follow wipe-clean activities
as they draw their favorite dinosaurs
A unique way to encourage creativity and teach drawing skills while helping children
develop important motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Little ones will love following the
simple steps to create drawings of their favorite dinosaurs.

The new dinosaurs learn-to-draw activity (...)
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Not So Small at All
by Sandra Magsamen
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 8 x 8 • 36 pages
9781728250120 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Social / Self-Esteem & Self-Reliance
Show your little one that little things can make a BIG difference in this inspirational board
book by bestselling author Sandra Magsamen!
Introduce the timeless lesson of self-confidence and perseverance in this encouragement
book for babies and toddlers! Brimming with adorable illustrations and heartwarming
rhymes, this empowering story shares how little things are capable of giant
accomplishments. Bees, butterflies, and little children may seem small but are actually full of
great strength, incredible potential, and can do anything they (...)

Outlaws
by Jen Calonita
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/21 • 5.5 x 7.5 • 256 pages
9781728249490 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Fairy Tales & Folklore / Adaptations •
Royal Academy Rebels
WANTED: ROYAL ACADEMY OUTLAWS
Things are not looking great for Princess Devin Nile. In the past 24 hours, she and her four
best friends have gotten kicked out of school, banished to the Hollow Woods, and declared
as outlaws. (That's what happens when you accuse the Headmistress of Royal Academy of
being in league with villains.) But Devin's not about to go down without a fight. Step one?
Find the famous Red Riding Hood and her vigilante friends for backup.Step two? Come up
with a (...)

Pencilvania
by Stephanie Watson, illustrated by Sofia Moore
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages
9781728247885 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic
In this illustrated, modern take on The Phantom Tollbooth meets Harold and the Purple
Crayon, author Stephanie Watson beautifully explores grief and creativity through an
unforgettable fantasy world.
Ever since she first learned to hold a crayon, Zora Webb has been unstoppable. Zora draws
hamsters wearing pajamas and balloons and Lake Superior and pancakes and hundreds of
horses. Her drawings fill sketchbooks and cover the walls of the happy home she shares
with Frankie and their mother.
But when Zora's mom is diagnosed with leukemia (...)

Sesame Street Storybook Collection
by Sesame Workshop
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 192 pages
9781728246666 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Love & Romance • Sesame Street
Scribbles
A wonderfully sweet Sesame Street treasury with six stories in one!
The Gift of Love Storybook Collection brings together six special Scribbles stories in our first
ever Sesame Street treasury! Featuring heartwarming stories on love, kindness,
perseverance, individuality, and dreaming big, this amazing collection with Sesame
Workshop teaches children the timeless lesson of loving each other and themselves. It
includes:
Love: from Sesame StreetKindness Makes the World Go 'RoundYou Can Do It!Just One
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Seven Dirty Secrets
by Natalie D. Richards
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781728215785 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Two friends embark on a scavenger hunt...only to discover that they’re the ones being
hunted, in an pulse-pounding new YA thriller from New York Times bestselling author Natalie
D. Richards
On her eighteenth birthday, Cleo receives a mysterious invitation to a scavenger hunt. She's
sure her best friend Hope or her brother Connor is behind it, but no one confesses. And as
Cleo and Hope embark on the hunt, the seemingly random locations and clues begin to feel
(...)

Ten in a Hurry
by Lo Cole
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 11.25 x 8.75 • 40 pages
9781728215952 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Fishes
From the author/illustrator of Ten on a Twig comes an interactive picture book that counts
down a school of fish, color by color.
Ten in a hurry, swimming in a line. . . Watch out, Red! GULP. Now there are nine.
Watch the fish get eaten as the pages turn! In this hysterical, deceptively simple picture
book, ten little fish are minding their own business when a much bigger fish comes (...)

Ten in a Hurry
by Lo Cole
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 7 x 5 • 30 pages
9781728247878 • $12.99 • board book • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Fishes
Ten in a hurry, swimming in a line… Watch out, Red! GULP. Now there are nine.
Watch the fish get eaten as the pages turn! In this hysterical, deceptively simple picture
book, ten little fish are minding their own business when a much bigger fish comes up
behind them. As the pages turn, he eats them one by one, until the littlest fish takes a
dramatic stand! This delightful, fun read helps children learn both colors and counting, and
the (...)

The Christmas Blessing
by Erin Guendelsberger, illustrated by Gail Yerrill
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 32 pages
9781728240497 • $15.99 • cl
Share the true meaning of the season with this original telling of the very first Christmas!
On this divine night in Bethlehem, as the stars are brightly shining. . . a voice calls down to a
group of animals gathered in a stable. It is time to prepare for a special arrival, the Savior
who will gift the world with love and grace. Will the different animals be able to come
together and work in harmony to have the manger ready in (...)
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The Dragon Hunters
by James Russell, illustrated by Link Choi
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 8.5 x 11 • 32 pages
9781728250175 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Dragon Brothers
Discover the magical adventures of the Dragon Brothers—includes bonus augmented
reality so you can experience the journey with them!
Away across the oceans,
where few have dared to roam,
upon a wonderous island,
a family made its home.
When a creature swoops out of the sky and nabs Flynn and Paddy's beloved dog, the (...)

The Girl Who Knew Too Much
by Tiffany Brooks
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Jan 1/22 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728222325 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Survivor meets Lord of the Flies in this fast-paced reality-TV style mystery about twenty
teens dropped on a deserted island to compete for a cash prize…but the hidden treasure is
the one they will stop at nothing to find.
You think It's a game. Think again.
Survivor meets Lord of the Flies in this fast-paced adventure with fascinating characters and
pulse-pounding tension. Twenty teens are (...)

The Grimrose Girls
by Laura Pohl
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Nov 2/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 384 pages
9781728228877 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary • Grimrose Girls
Four troubled friends,
One murdered girl...
and a dark fate that may leave them all doomed.
After the mysterious death of their best friend, Ella, Yuki, and Rory are the talk of their elite
school, Grimrose Academy. The police ruled it a suicide, but the trio are determined to find
out what really happened.
When Nani Esvez arrives as their (...)

The How to Catch a Mermaid and Unicorn Activity Book
for Kids
by Sourcebooks

LEAD

Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 8.5 x 11 • 32 pages
9781728246673 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Nonfiction / Activity Books • How to Catch
Catch all the STEAM fun with this magical activity book for kids from the makers of the
bestselling How to Catch series!
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling How to Catch series comes an epic
activity book for kids and mermaid and unicorn lovers! Fans of the hilarious Catch Club Kids
will be delighted by this fun, mermaid and unicorn book that includes STEAM activities,
mazes, coloring pages, puzzles, and so much more!
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The Last Beautiful Girl
by Nina Laurin
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728229089 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Horror

LEAD

Black Mirror meets Darcy Coates in a chilling YA debut novel from bestselling adult author
Nina Laurin
When Izzy moves to a tiny town for her parents' job, she's not thrilled. The silver lining is
their gorgeous old mansion, the former home of an artist's muse who died in a fire. But the
house has quirks: whole floors are closed, paintings are covered, and cell reception is
nonexistent.
Izzy starts (...)

The Midnight Girls
by Alicia Jasinska
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 6.25 x 9.25 • 384 pages
9781728210018 • $24.99 • cl • YA Fic / Fantasy / Wizards & Witches
From the author of The Dark Tide comes a standalone LGBTQ YA fantasy set in the snowcloaked Kingdom of Polva, where witches are burned and two enchantresses secretly
compete for the heart of a prince, only to discover that they might be falling for each other
It's Karnawal season in the snow-cloaked Kingdom of Polva, a time marked by wintry balls,
glittery disguises, and cavalcades of nightly torch-lit "kuligi" sleigh-parties.
And two wicked enchantresses join the (...)

The Mystery of the Taj Mahal Treasure
by Raj Haldar, illustrated by Neha Rawat
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5 x 7.5 • 112 pages
9781728222059 • $8.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Word Travelers

LEAD

Explore etymology and world cultures in the new, exciting, action-packed mystery series
from #1 New York Times bestseller Raj Haldar! In The Mystery of the Taj Mahal Treasure,
Eddie and MJ are hunting down clues to find an Indian treasure…
Eddie and Molly-Jean are next-door neighbors and best friends. One Saturday, Eddie's
mom sends him up to the attic to get his great-grandpa's most prized possession (a book, of
course). Eddie and MJ are suddenly transported (...)

The Nightmare Thief
by Nicole Lesperance
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781728239118 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic •
Nightmare Thief
In the tradition of Natalie Lloyd and Ingrid Law comes a duology about a girl, her family’s
dream shop, and a nightmare thief determined to change the course of her life as she
knows it
Maren Partridge loves working in her family's dream shop where she can hand-craft any
dream imaginable. The shop has only one rule. Dreams cannot be given to a person without
their consent. Maren has no problem with this - until her sister, Hallie, has an (...)
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The Pick-Up
by Miranda Kenneally
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 304 pages
9781492684169 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Romance / Contemporary
Sometimes love finds you where you least expect it
When Mari hails a Ryde to a music festival, the last thing she expects is for the car to pick
up a gorgeous guy along the way. Mari doesn't believe in dating - it can only end with a
broken heart, like it did for her parents. Besides, she's only staying at her dad's house in
Chicago for the weekend. How close can you get to a (...)

The Shattered Crown
by Maxym M. Martineau
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 416 pages
9781728232287 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Dark Fantasy • Beast Charmer
Serpent & Dove meets A Curse So Dark and Lonely in this vividly arresting addition to the
The Beast Charmer series!
Leena Edenfrell never dreamed of igniting a war, and her pair bond, Noc Feyreigner, never
wanted to set foot on a battlefield again. But when their enemies combine forces, they have
no choice but to fight. While Noc makes moves to reclaim his throne, Leena acts as the new
Crown of the Charmer's Council, searching for a way to stop (...)

The Storybook Knight
by Helen Docherty, illustrated by Thomas Docherty
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 10 x 11 • 32 pages
9781728250342 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Books & Libraries

LEAD

Age Level: 4 to 8 Grade Level: K to 4
What's a knight's greatest power? Stories, of course! From the beloved author/illustrator
team behind The Snatchabook comes the ultimate storytime book about castles, knights,
dragons, and the power of stories!
Even dragons love a good story. . .
Leo was a gentle knight
in thought and word and deed.
While other (...)

The Violent Season
by Sara Walters
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9781728234106 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Thrillers & Suspense
Each November, Wolf Ridge’s residents face a hunger for violence so potent, even friends
are foes
Every November, the people in Wolf Ridge are overwhelmed with a hunger for violence - at
least that's the town rumor. Last fall Wyatt Green's mother was brutally murdered, adding
another name to a long list of November deaths, and convincing Wyatt that this yearning
isn't a morbid urban legend but rather a palpable force infecting her neighbors.
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'Twas the Night Before Christmas at My House
illustrated by Jo Parry
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 40 pages
9781728238166 • $16.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • Night
Before Christmas In
A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the magic of your
favorite city, state, or country
It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is hung by
the chimney with care - will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in this magical
retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that make the place
where you live special (...)

'Twas the Night Before Christmas in Canada
illustrated by Jo Parry
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/21 • 8.25 x 8.25 • 40 pages
9781728237589 • $16.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Holidays & Festivals / Christmas • Night
Before Christmas In

LEAD

A classic Christmas story featuring all the magic of Santa combined with the magic of your
favorite city, state, or country
It's the night before Christmas and you're nestled snug in your bed. Your stocking is hung by
the chimney with care - will Santa visit your house? Follow Santa's journey in this magical
retelling of a Christmas classic starring the locations and landmarks that make the place
where you live special (...)

Unicorn Night
by Diana Murray, illustrated by Luke Flowers
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 7/21 • 9.25 x 11.25 • 32 pages
9781728222981 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Animals / Dragons
Unicorns love to prance and dance the day away. But by night it’s time to sing a unicorn
lullaby in this companion to the best-selling Unicorn Day.
Before going to bed, unicorns sweep up piles of dust and sprinkles and shine their horns till
each one twinkles. They pull up blankets, closing eyes to sleep beneath the starry skies.
Then with voices low, they snuggle tight, to sing the song of unicorn night!

"Fuzzy jammies, flower beds,

Unleashed
by Amy McCulloch
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Dec 7/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781728239125 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Action & Adventure • Jinxed
The Golden Compass for the digital age in this sequel and conclusion to the Jinxed duology
that follows Lacey and her friends as they attempt a rescue mission deep in the heart of an
evil corporation
When Lacey Chu wakes up in a hospital room with no memory of how she got there, she
knows something went really wrong. And with her cat baku, Jinx, missing in action and
MONCHA, the company behind the invention of the robot pet, threatening (...)
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What Can You Do with a Rock?
by Pat Zietlow Miller, illustrated by Katie Kath
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 12/21 • 9.25 x 11.25 • 40 pages
9781728217635 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Imagination & Play

LEAD

A timeless new picture book about creativity, imagination, and friendship from New York
Times bestselling author Pat Zietlow Miller!
What can you do with a rock? This ode to the endless, creative fun that a child can have
with a deceptively simple rock explores that timeless question. Of course, the very best
thing one can do with a rock is to share it with a friend, because people are like rocks: some
look shiny right away, while others have secret (...)

What Lives in the Woods
by Lindsay Currie
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 14/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 288 pages
9781728245720 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories
While living in the decrepit and creepy Woodmoor Manor, Ginny discovers something in the
woods is after her.
All Ginny Anderson wants from her summer is to relax. But when Ginny's father–a
respected restoration expert in Chicago–surprises the family with a month-long trip to
Michigan, everything changes. They aren't staying in a hotel like most families would. No,
they're staying in a mansion. A twenty-six room, century-old building surrounded by dense
forest. Woodmoor Manor.

What Lives in the Woods
by Lindsay Currie
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 14/21 • 5.75 x 8.5 • 288 pages
9781728209753 • $24.99 • cl • Juvenile Fiction / Mysteries & Detective Stories
While living in the decrepit and creepy Woodmoor Manor, Ginny discovers something in the
woods is after her.
All Ginny Anderson wants is to relax and enjoy her summer. But when Ginny's father
surprises the family with a month-long trip to Michigan, her plans change for the worse.
Especially because they aren't staying in a normal hotel, they'll be living and restoring the
century old Woodmoor Manor.

Why We Fly
by Kimberly Jones and Gilly Segal
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 5/21 • 5.75 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781492678922 • $24.99 • cl • YA Fic / Social Themes / Friendship

LEAD

From the New York Times bestselling authors of I’m Not Dying with You Tonight comes a
heartfelt story about two teen girls—one black, one white—whose friendship is tested by an
act of rebellion against systemic racism
With challenges undermining their friendship, Eleanor and Chanel must navigate their
senior year in a time of uncertainty. When the cheer squad decides to take a knee at the
season's first football game, their act of rebellion has disastrous consequences. Chanel,
who (...)
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Wicked As You Wish
by Rin Chupeco
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Oct 1/21 • 5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages
9781728243269 • $15.99 • pb • YA Fic / Fantasy / Contemporary • Hundred Names for
Magic
From acclaimed author Rin Chupeco (The Bone Witch trilogy) comes a truly original series
starter that blends fairytales with the contemporary world. Now in paperback!
What if every story you'd ever heard was true? Jack killed the giants. Red slayed the wolf.
Rapunzel fled the tower. But the greatest one of all had yet to be told.
Once upon a time, the magical Kingdom of Avalon was left to wither (...)

Wishes and Wellingtons
by Julie Berry
Sourcebooks • On Sale: Sep 1/21 • 5.5 x 7.5 • 384 pages
9781728243139 • $11.99 • pb • Juvenile Fiction / Science Fiction, Fantasy, Magic
From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Julie Berry comes a middlegrade fantasy adventure full of humor, heart, and magic
Maeve Merritt detests the rigid rules at her London boarding school for "upright young
ladies." When punishment forces her to sort through the trash, she finds a sardine tin that
houses a foul-tempered djinni who has no intention of submitting to a schoolgirl as his
master.
Soon an orphan boy, a mysterious man in ginger whiskers (...)
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